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STEIGER DYNAMICS Adds The NVIDIA GeForce GTX 780 Graphics Card To
Their LEET™ Gaming HTPC Line-Up
LOS ANGELES, CA – STEIGER DYNAMICS, award-winning manufacturer of custom Gaming Home Theater PCs,
announced today that it will
the NVIDIA GeForce GTX 780 graphics card on their LEET™ HTPC systems.

STEIGER DYNAMICS, newest member of NVIDIA’s Partner Force program
equipped with the new NVIDIA GeForce GTX 780 graphics card.
the GTX 680

. This successor to
-class GPUs, delivering excellent performance
– including Call of Duty: Ghosts, Watch Dogs,

The GeForce GTX 780 is based on the same Kepler GK110 GPU as the GeForce GTX TITAN, and provides a CUDA
core count of 2,304, 3GB of high-speed GDDR5 memory, and GPU Boost 2.0 technology. This massive increase
in power allows higher clock rates an
, providing
for an approximately 30% increase in performance above the previous top model.
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heat, and thus rendering the graphics card more silent, making it the ideal g
Home Theater PC.
The GeForce GTX 780 supports the latest gaming technologies from NVIDIA, including PhsyX® and NVIDIA
TXAA™
more enjoyable overall experience. All this power is set in a cast exterior aluminum frame with a highvapor chamber for cooling, which lends the
design.
This powerful,
graphics so
Duel,
systems come with free, US-

lines in either a single card or a
ll STEIGER DYNAMICS’

-leet-systems.aspx.
“We are very excited to
the NVIDIA GeForce GTX 780 graphics cards with
Hehensteiger, CEO and co-founder of STEIGER DYNAMICS. “The GeForce GTX 780 represents the perfect
will certainly
impress hardcore gamers.”
About STEIGER DYNAMICS
STEIGER DYNAMICS is a
builder bringing high-end PC gaming to the comfort of your living
room. All STEIGER DYNAMICS products are developed pursuing a no-compromise approach in all respects and
include only the highest quality components from carefully selected, best-in-category manufacturers. Every PC
product and an
. STEIGER DYNAMICS’ products have won numerous awards
including the Editor’s Choice Award from PC Gamer magazine
PC Magazine, and a
www.steigerdynamics.com and
www.facebook.com/STEIGERDYNAMICS.
Contact
Cameron Helm, STEIGER DYNAMICS LLC
+1 (323) 380 7895, pr@steigerdynamics.com
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